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ABSTRACT
In information bases following semantic and object-oriented data models logical
names are used for the external identication of objects. Yet the naming schemes employed are not \natural" enough and several problems often arise: logical names can
be ambiguous, excessively long, unrelated to or unable to follow the changes of the
environment of the named object. In natural language, similar problems are resolved
by the context within which words are used. An approach to introducing a notion of
context in an information base is to provide structuring mechanisms for decomposing it
into possibly overlapping parts. This paper focuses on developing a context mechanism
for an information base and, in particular, exploiting this mechanism for naming purposes. Rules are developed for generating meaningful names for objects by taking their
context into account. This context-based naming enhances name readability, resolves
name ambiguities, saves a lot of redundant name substrings, and it localizes and thus
facilitates consistency checking, query processing and update operations. In modeling,
it supports systematic naming of objects, and thus enhances cooperation between the
designers and the end-users in the sense that the contents of the information base are
more understandable by both of them.
Keywords : Context, naming, conceptual modeling, semantic conicts, information bases

1. Introduction

In natural language, words are used to identify concepts (concrete or abstract)
and context is used to essentially enhance the expressiveness of a nite vocabulary.
In information bases, in particular those following object-oriented or semantic data
models, logical names are used to externally identify objects. Context mechanisms,
however, are not oered in general. Introducing context in information bases would
enhance expressiveness, understandability and exibility, and would support cooperative applications, where contextual divisions of the information bases naturally
arise.
1
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A general approach to introducing a notion of context in an information base
is to provide structuring mechanisms for decomposing it into possibly overlapping
parts. This paper focuses on developing a context construct for an information base
following an object-oriented semantic data model and, in particular, exploiting this
construct for naming purposes.
At the conceptual level, the information base describes objects and relationships
between them. The objects are identied by logical names. These names are usually
derived from the names of the real world concepts that the objects represent. A
variety of problems arise, especially in large databases, such as logical names that
are ambiguous, excessively long, unrelated to the environment of the respective
objects, or unable to follow the changes of that environment.
An abstract context model for partitioning information bases was proposed and
its integration into a powerful object-oriented notation, namely the Telos knowledge
representation language,30 was addressed by Mylopoulos and Motschnig-Pitrik.31 32
Inspired in large part by that work, as well as by the application requirements of
the Semantic Index System, 7 8 9 10 11 in this paper we introduce a context construct
for a data model essentially conformant with the structural part of Telos, and we
dene a context-based naming scheme.
Contexts are dened in a broad sense, in which they may overlap, and in a strict
sense, in which they are disjoint. The disjoint strict contexts can be thought of as
characterizing the objects they contain in a unique manner, whereas in general an
object may be contained in more than one broad contexts. Objects are assigned
unique names within their strict contexts. The latter are hierarchically organized,
thus enabling the generation of unique path names for all objects in an information
base. This scheme implements name relativism not only for relationships, as usual,
but also for objects of independent standing. Meaningful object names are generated
automatically through the respective contexts. Thus names are dynamic, related
with and following the changes of the environment of the objects.
The paper is organized as follows: The next section briey surveys manifestations of context and naming in dierent elds. Section 3 reviews the information
representation framework. We show the naming problems that appear in this framework and discuss the need for using context. Section 4 denes a rened notion of
path, necessary for introducing a versatile path-based name generating scheme.
In section 5 the context construct and the context-based naming mechanism are
developed. Section 6 discusses issues of using context-based naming. Section 7 addresses some implementation issues and section 8 contains general discussion and
conclusions.


  



2. Naming and context: a brief survey

In linguistics and cognitive psychology the notion of context plays an important
role in language comprehension and generation. People naturally use contextual
information in order to convey a specic meaning. Langacker claimed that all linguistic units are context-dependent.26 One of the basic characteristics of natural
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language is ambiguity.36 People frequently employ the same form to convey more
than one meanings in everyday speech. This is the case of homonyms, which are
either homographs (e.g. `bat' the mammal or `bat' the athletic implement) or polysemous words (e.g. the word `line' in `a line of code', `a line on the blackboard', or
`a line in the bank'). On the other hand, dierent forms are often used to convey
the same meaning (synonyms, e.g. `cheap' and `inexpensive'). These ambiguities
are resolved by reference to a specic context. For example, the same meaning can
be expressed by dierent words in the dialects of dierent cultural or professional
groups.23 Conversely, the same word can be used by dierent groups to convey different meanings, or even within one group to convey dierent meanings in dierent
situations.
In articial languages, the opposite of the previous assumption, that is, one
meaning can have only one linguistic representation, is also true. This clearly requires using absolute or global `names'. An interesting question in articial language
design is how to extend a name by suxing or prexing constructs in order to make
it unique in a given context or, given a name, how to restrict the context so that
this name may convey a unique meaning.
There are several manifestations of context-based naming: in programming languages, the parts of the program which are visible to a particular program segment
are determined by the scopes and scope rules using scope resolution operators.
More recently, in an object-oriented framework, aspects,37 roles 17 38 2 and conceptual slices (views) 40 have been introduced to support multiple state and multiple
behavior of the same objects, which is similar to handling the same object in dierent context or to moving an object into another context. In traditional databases,
views present a consistent partition of the database.16 3 Such mechanisms have been
adopted in object-oriented databases 1 29 and semantic data models.13
In multidatabase environments and heterogeneous information systems, database
integration has to deal with naming conicts of two types, homonyms and synonyms, because the global schema of the integrated database is usually generated
by merging one or more user-oriented schemas.6 4 Some signicant alternatives for
representing context are the semantic proximity proposal,22 where context is dened
as a collection of meta-attributes for capturing the semantic similarity between objects, the context building approach,33 where context is dened as the knowledge
that is needed to reason about another system, for the purpose of answering a query,
and the context interchange approach,39 where context is dened as the meaning,
content, organization and properties of data used for exchanging data and general,
facilitating semantic interoperability between heterogeneous information systems.
In articial intelligence contexts have been introduced as means of partitioning
knowledge into manageable sets,19 or they have been considered as logical constructs
that facilitate reasoning activities.27 18 Moreover, contexts have been proposed as a
partitioning scheme for hypertext databases,14 and perspectives as a mechanism for
organizing and manipulating groups of nodes and links in a hypertext network.35
Furthermore a context is taken to denes a view of the objects in a repository5
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and it is typically used to dene a set of objects that an engineer is manipulating for
a particular task. More recently, general abstractions for partitioning information
bases with contexts have been proposed, which address issues of naming conventions, authorization, transaction execution and overlapping contexts.31 32 28 Other
approaches employ context as a way to face the complexity of information base
update,11 or to develop a naming mechanism for semantic data models.43 44






3. Information Representation

In this section we discuss the information representation framework, the naming
scheme it employs and the problems entailed by that scheme, as well as the benets
of using context as a structuring mechanism in this framework.
In representing information we try to capture some of the important semantic
information about the real word and represent it in a model world. Our approach
closely follows that of semantic data modeling.20 34 We assume information bases
that follow an object-oriented data model conformant with the structural part of the
Telos language.30 25 This is a generalization of graph-theoretic structures used in
semantic networks, semantic data models and object-oriented representations. An
information base can be thought of as consisting of nodes and links, with nodes describing objects of independent existence and links representing relationships among
such objects. Nodes and links are considered as objects and are organized along
three dimensions: classication (instance of), generalization (isA) and attribution.
Attributes represent object properties and binary relationships. Attributes of attributes can be dened. Multiple classication is allowed, supporting the separate
representation of multiple modeling aspects. Classes of objects within a given instantiation level are also organized in terms of generalization relationships. These
can be multiple and give rise to hierarchies that are directed acyclic graphs.




3.1. Naming scheme and naming problems
An object is associated with two identiers: a system-generated, globally unique
identier, completely independent of any physical location (a surrogate12), which
distinguishes it internally from all other objects, and an atomic logical name which

supports logical reference to the object and identies it externally. The logical name
of a node is unique over the entire information base, and the logical name of a link
is unique among the links emanating from the same object. This results in the
naming of nodes being dierent from the naming of concepts in the real world. The
latter are often named taking into account a specic context.
An example is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the information base represents articles and their structure. The nodes are depicted by boxes and the links by directed
arrows. The text inside a box or above an arrow corresponds to the atomic logical
name, and the text in square brackets to their internal object identier. The class
of articles (object x20) is represented as a specialization of the class of documents
and as a composite object consisting of a body, the body consisting of sections and
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Attribute links
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Fig. 1. Information base example.

sections consisting of paragraphs and gures. The objects x1 and x10 represent two
specic articles named CBN and CBN old respectively. In order for their bodies
(objects x2 and x11) to be externally identied uniquely, they are named CBN'body
and CBN old'body, that is by prexing the name of the composite object each of
them belongs to. The same naming convention is used to name sections and paragraphs of the articles, but not gures. So, as we can see, names are composed in an
arbitrary manner. This produces several problems in communication between designers (who name objects) and users (who query the information base). Moreover,
these composite names become excessively long, especially in large databases carrying redundant information, being inexible in use and dicult in maintainance.
If, for example, the name of the object x1 were changed from CBN to CBN new,
all nested components (e.g. x2  x3 x4 : : :) which include the substring CBN would
remain inconsistent. This can happen quite often in applications involving update
operations.
Therefore, naming schemes like the one above are not \natural" enough and
problems can arise. In particular, names turned out to be:
 Ambiguous, in the sense that names can be homonyms (e.g. section 2 of
CBN and section 2 of CBN old), or synonyms.
 Excessively long in order to resolve ambiguities. This results in composite
names with redundant name substrings (e.g. CBN is redundantly repeated)
and without having a systematic manner of composition (this is left to the
designer's preference and perception of the concept being represented).
 Inconsistent, i.e. unrelated to or unable to follow the changes of the environment of the named object.
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3.2. Benets of using context

In order to resolve the above naming problems we need to capture the important
semantics of relationships between objects and their environment. These environments can be thought of as semantically meaningful partitions of an information
base. \Semantically meaningful" means that these partitions represent real world
divisions such as background knowledge, personal beliefs, time periods or geographical areas, and so on. These partitions are referred to as contexts.
Representing context in information bases contributes to the ecient handling of
information. Shoham 41 has discussed the benets of representing context in articial intelligence and knowledge-based systems including: economy of representation
(context can be act as a focusing mechanism when accessing objects), economy of
reasoning (reasoning within the context scope rather than the entire information
base), handling inconsistent information (information is consistent within the context of the user query), and exible semantics (the same object can have dierent
representations in dierent contexts or dierent objects can have the same representation (e.g. the same name) in dierent contexts).
In this paper we dene a partial representation of context by partitioning the
information base into possibly overlapping conceptual slices. Based on context we
build a naming mechanism resolving most of the naming problems discussed above.
Moreover, most of the context benets applying to naming are obtained. Specically, contexts are dened over the information base and a given node may belong
to several contexts. Our naming mechanism relaxes the unique node name assumption by assigning unique node names with respect to one or more contexts. Yet,
we assume that one of these contexts can always be selected as more characteristic
for a given node in a specic information base, and for naming purposes the node
is associated exclusively with that context. Correspondingly, we assume that each
of the real-world concepts modeled by nodes can be characterized uniquely by one
of the real-world contexts of the domain of discourse. Thus, contexts are hierarchically organized enabling the use of path name expressions for object identication.
In the next section the notions of path and path name expression are discussed in
detail.

4. Paths and Names

In this section we introduce a rened notion of path, that explicitly dierentiates
between link classes, and corresponding notions of navigation and path names.
We use the symbols O for the set of objects, ND for the set of nodes, A for
the set of links (A : O ;! O). It holds that: O = ND  A. We use R for
the set of binary relations (classes of links, R  A), and L for the set of atomic
names. The functions from (a) and to (a) give the object which the link a emanates
from and points to, respectively. The function inst (o) gives the set of instances of
class o 2 O. We use the expression link (x y r) (or !link (x y r)) to denote that
there exists at least (or only) one link between the nodes x and y (either in the
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forward or backward direction, i.e. link (x y r) = link (y x r)), which is instance
of link class r. We use the expression conn (a x y) to denote that link a connects
the nodes x and y. As mentioned earlier, objects can have an atomic name. The
binding of atomic names to objects is determined by the atomic name function
L : O ;! L. Thus, for our purposes an information base (IB) is dened as a triple:
IB  (O L L). Formal denitions of the expressions link (x y r) and conn (a x y)
are given in the Appendix A. To improve the readability of this paper, all the sets,
functions and expressions has been collected in dierent tables in the Appendix C.
Accessing information in such an information base often involves navigating
from one object to another by following links (in the forward or backward direction).24
Navigation relies on the notion of path It begins at the rst node of the path and
reaches the last one following links of specic classes and passing through (visiting)
specic nodes in a given order. The main dierence between our notion of path and
the dot-separated path expressions in object-oriented systems24 is that we focus on
the type of navigation (navigation through link classes) and not on the navigation
itself (navigation through a specic link). The orientation of links is disregarded,
since for every link an inverse one can be dened (e.g. \a Car includes an Engine"
and \an Engine is part of a Car" describe the same real-world situation).

Denition 4.1 Path. The set of paths P consists of nite sequences of \dot
separated" nodes. Every two successive nodes must be connected to each other
with at least one link. One of the link classes to which a path link belongs is used
to characterize the link and appears as separator. The orientation of the link is
disregarded.
P = fx1:r1]:x2:    :x ;1:r ;1]:x j
n 2 IN 0 ^ (81 i n x 2 ND) ^ (81 i < n link (x  x +1 r ))g:
n

n

n

i

i

i

i

The set of paths includes an identity path denoted as Id. This does not correspond
to any path in the information base, but is used to refer to empty paths.

In Fig. 1, the path p0 = x1 :r1]:x2:r2]:x3 denotes the navigation from the article
\CBN" to the rst of its sections and the path p00 = x4 :r2]:x2:r1]:x1 denotes the
navigation from the second section to the article it belongs to.
A path can be composed by other paths as follows: p1 r p2  p1:r]:p2 where
p1 p2 2 P and r 2 R. The functions Root(p) and Leaf(p) give the rst and the
last node of path p, respectively. In our example Root(p0 ) = x1 and Leaf(p0 ) = x3.
The length (len : P ;! IN0 ) of a path is dened as the number of nodes contained
in the path (e.g. len(p0 ) = 3). Formal denitions of composition and length are
given in the Appendix A.
Reaching a node requires either to explicitly specify the node (by its identier)
or to navigate the information base through a path leading to that node. The set
of paths reaching a specic node x, P (x), is dened as follows: 8x 2 ND : P (x) =
fp 2 P j Leaf(p) = xg. For example, in Fig. 1 we have:
P (x9 ) = fx9 x4 :r4]:x9 x5:r4]:x9 x2:r2]:x4:r4]:x9 x1:r1]:x3:r2]:x4:r4]:x9
x11:r2]:x5:r4]:x9 x10:r1]:x11:r2]:x5:r4]:x9 x50:instof]:x9g
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(instof represents the internal identier of the instance-of relation).
The communication between user and information base is eected through logical names. Therefore, a path should be referred externally by a logical name. A
logical name (or simply name) is dened as a sequence of atomic names that can
occur in a database, or that are allowed in a term of a query language. Since the
atomic name of a link is unique only among the links emanating from the same
object, a link is not fully identied externally by its atomic name. Full identication is achieved by extending its atomic name with the name of its from-object. In
general, link names can be dened as follows:

Denition 4.2 Link name. The set of link names NA consists of nite sequences
of \dot separated" atomic names: NA = fl1 :    :l j n 2 IN 0 ^ l1      l 2 Lg.
n

n

This set includes an identity name, denoted Id, which refers to names of zero length.
The binding of arbitrary link names to links is determined by the link name
function.
Denition 4.3 Link name function. The link name function N : A ;! NA
assigns a name to each link.
 L (from (a)) :L (a) if from (a) 2 ND
8a 2 A : N (a) = N (from (a)):L (a) if from (a) 2 A
a

a

a

The link name function is dened recursively because links can emanate not only
from nodes but also from other links. In our example, N (r1) = Article:has body
and N (r2 ) = Body:has section.
A node, on the other hand, can be accessed not only by its atomic name (which
is, so far, a unique external identier), but also by a path. Each path can be denoted
externally by a name. The path name is dened as follows:
a

a

Denition 4.4 Path name. The set of path names NP is
NP = fl1 :r1]:l2:    :l ;1:r ;1]:l j n 2 IN 0 ^
l1      l 2 L r1     r ;1 2 NA g:
n

n

n

n

n

We suppose, as mentioned before, that for every (forward) relationship there is
an inverse one which represents the same situation. That; is, for
 each relationship r
there exists the inverse r;1 with atomic logical name L r;1 . With this in mind,
we dene the path name function, which provides the binding of path names to
paths.
Denition 4.5 Path name function. The path name function N : P ;! NP
p

associates a name with each path.

8p p1 2 P  x 2 ND  r 2 R :

8 Id
>
>
< L (x)
N (p) = > L (x):N (r)]:N (p1)
>
: L (x):N (r;1)]:N (p1 )
p

a
a

p

p

p = Id
p=x
p = x r p1 ^ x 2 inst (from (r))
p = x r p1 ^ x 2 inst (to (r))
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For example, in Fig. 1, the name of the trivial path x1 is N (x1 ) = CBN and
the name of path x1 :r1]:x2 is N (x1 :r1]:x2) = CBN:Article:has body]:CBN'body.
On the other hand, a path name which contains an inverse relationship
; name
 is
;
1
N (x50:instof]:x9) = Figure:classof]:Figure'paths (note that L instof =
classof).
Under certain circumstances a path name can characterize and identify a node
uniquely. Then, this name can be considered as the external identication of the
node. In the next section we dene a mechanism which provides the necessary environment (context-based) for uniquely identifying nodes by path name expressions.
p

p

p

5. Context and Naming

We now introduce the notion of context and dene a context-based naming
scheme. Our aim is to relax the unique node name assumption for nodes, so that
dierent nodes can be named with the same atomic name. On the other hand, we
have to ensure that there is always a unique external identier for each object. These
are the relative and global names of the object, which are composite and generated
by taking into account the context which the object belongs to. Meaningful node
names are produced automatically, by using the connections of the object with its
environment. Thus names can be frugal and dynamically follow the changes of the
environment. Contexts can be considered as conceptual slices of the information
base. A node can be contained in more than one contexts, yet we shall make the
working hypothesis that a single context can best characterize each node. Thus, in
the naming scheme developed here, contexts are considered as disjoint.
5.1. The notion of context
Denition 5.6 Context. A context is a pair consisting of a node and a link
class. Thus, if Cxt is the set of contexts then Cxt  ND R.

We dene two element selector functions on contexts: the rst to retrieve the
node (nd : Cxt ;! ND) and the second to retrieve the link class of a context
(lc : Cxt ;! R). Hereafter, the node and the link class of a context will be referred
to as pivot elements of that context.

Denition 5.7 Contents of a context. The contents of a context is a part
of the information base consisting of objects (nodes and links). The function Cnts
associates with each context its contents: Cnts : Cxt ;! P(O).

Contexts are dened in a broad sense, in which their contents may overlap,
and in a strict sense, in which their contents are disjoint. Correspondingly, we
distinguish the contents of a context into broad and strict contents. The broad
contents of a context c are created by the constructor function brCnts as follows:
brCnts(c) = pivotelements (c)  neighbors (c)
pivotelements (c) = fnd (c)  lc (c)g

P

stands for powerset.
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neighbors (c) = NDneighbors (c)  Aneighbors (c)
NDneighbors (c) = fx 2 ND j link (nd (c)  x lc (c))g
Aneighbors (c) = fa 2 A j 8x 2 NDneighbors (c) : conn (a nd (c)  x)g:
We can see that the broad contents of a context c = (y r) consist of its pivot
elements (node y and link class r) and its neighbors. Neighbors are distinguished
into node neighbors (NDneighbors (c)) and link neighbors (Aneighbors (c)). The
former is the set of all nodes connected with pivot node y through links which are
instances of pivot link class r and the latter is the set of all those links.
Contexts

Broad contents

c1 = (x,r1)
c2 = (x,r2)
[r2]

Figure

has_figure

brCnts(c1) = {x,r1,x1,x2,a1,a2}
brCnts(c2) = {x,r2,x3,a3}

[r1]

Section

[r2]

has_paragraph

Paragraph

Figure

part_of

[r1]

Section

part_of

[x1]
[x3]

fig1

[x]
[α3]

[α1]

par1

sec1
[α2]

Paragraph

[x1]
[x2]

par2

[x3]

fig1

[x]
[α3]

[α1]

par1

sec1
[α2]

[x2]

par2

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. Broad context.

For example, in Fig. 2, there are two contexts dened by the same pivot node
x: c1 = (x r1) and c2 = (x r2) in both information bases (a) and (b). The
broad contents of those contexts are: brCnts(c1 ) = fx r1g  fx1 x2 a1 a2g and
brCnts(c2) = fx r2g  fx3 a3g. The rst context semantically represents all the
possible paragraphs of the rst section and the second all the possible gures.
Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) represent the same real word situation. In Fig. 2(a) we use
has part relations (has paragraph, has gure) and in Fig. 2(b) part of relations to
represent that a section may consist of paragraphs or gures. On the other hand,
contexts and their contents are the same in both cases, because they represent
environmental information which remains the same regardless of the specic representation.
Broad contexts are possibly overlapping in the sense that their contents may
contain common neighbors. For example, in Fig. 3, contexts c1 and c2 overlap
containing in common the neighbor node x2 . Semantically the overlapping node x2
represents a paragraph shared by sections 1 and 2 of two dierent articles.
Strict contexts, on the other hand, are dened to be disjoint. The strict contents
of a context are subset of the corresponding broad contents, that is: 8c 2 Cxt :
strCnts(c)  brCnts(c), and they are specied by the scope function in a way such
as to avoid overlapping among the neighbors of dierent contexts.
Denition 5.8 Scope function. A scope function S : ND ;! Cxt associates
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[r1]

Section

has_paragraph

Contexts

Paragraph

c1 = (x,r1)
c2 = (y,r1)
[α1]

[x]

[α2]

sec1
[y]

[x1]

par1

Broad contents

[x2]

neighbors(c1) = {x1,x2,a1,a2}

par2

[b1]

sec2

neighbors(c2) = {x2,b2}

Fig. 3. Overlapping broad contexts.

with each node a context and denotes that the node is in the strict contents of that
context.

The constructor of strict contents is identical with the constructor of broad
contents except for the denition of node neighbors, which are dened as follows:
NDneighbors (c) = fx 2 ND j link (nd (c)  x lc (c)) ^ S (x) = cg:
Strict contexts are organized in a tree hierarchy in a sense that neighbor nodes
of contexts may be pivot nodes for other contexts. The root of all contexts is the
information base context, which is dened as: IBcontext = (individual instof)
and is built in the information base. By default, all nodes belong to information
base context.
[r1]

Section

has_paragraph

[α1]

[x]

[α2]

sec1
[y]

Paragraph

[b1]

Contexts

Scope function

c1 = (x,r1)
c2 = (y,r1)

S(x1) = c1
S(x2) = c2

[x1]

par1

Strict contents
[x2]

par2

sec2

neighbors(c1) = {x1,a1}
neighbors(c2) = {x2,b2}

Fig. 4. Strict context.

For example, Fig. 4 shows the information base of Fig. 2 with a scope function
dened over it. By virtue of that scope function, S (x1) = c1 and S (x2) = c2. The
strict contents of the contexts c1 and c2 are strCnts(c1 ) = fx r1g  fx1  a1g and
strCnts(c2 ) = fy r1g  fx2 b1g, respectively. By contrast to broad contexts, strict
contexts c1 and c2 do not overlap. Node x2 belongs to strict context c2 , which
means that it is better characterized by that context (possibly paragraph 2 has
originally been published in section 2 of the respective article).
Because of the hierarchical organization of strict contexts, the scope function
can be applied recursively on a node.
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Denition 5.9 Recursive scope function. The scope function is dened recursively as follows:

8
i=0
>
< Id = (Id Id)

i=1
8i 2 IN0  x 2 ND : S (x) = > S (x)
: S ;nd ;S ;1 (x)  otherwise
i

i

Contexts

Scope function

c1 = (x1,r1) c2 = (x2,r2) c3 = (x3,r3)
[x20]

Article

[r1]

has_body

[x25]

Body

S(x2) = c1

[r2]

Section

[x2]

[x1]

CBN

CBN’body

[r3]

[x30]

has_section

S(x3) = c2

has_paragraph

[x3]

CBN’body’section1

S(x6) = c3
[x40]

Paragraph

[x6]

CBN’body’section1’par1

Fig. 5. Recursive context denition

For example, in Fig. 5 contexts has been dened recursively. According to
the table of values at the top of the gure, S (x2) = c1, S (x3 ) = c2 , S 2 (x3 ) =
S (nd (c2 )) = c1. It also holds that: S 3 (x6) = c1 and S 4 (x6 ) = IBcontext.
Hereafter, we use the words context and contents instead of strict context and
strict contents, respectively. We also say that a node x is included in a context c
i 9i 2 IN : S (x) = c.
i

5.2. Naming using context

Denition 5.10 Context-based naming mechanism. A context-based naming mechanism CNM is dened over an information base if it obeys the following
axioms 5.1 - 5.4.
Axiom 5.1 There is a unique relationship between the pivot node and each of the
neighbor nodes of a context:

8x 2 ND c 2 Cxt : x 2 NDneighbors (c) = c ) !link (nd (c)  x lc (c)) :
Axiom 5.2 Every node is included in the information base context.
8x 2 ND 9k 2 IN : S (x) = IBcontext:
Axiom 5.3 The atomic names of nodes are unique with respect to their context.
8x1 x2 2 ND c 2 Cxt :
x1 2 NDneighbors (c) ^ x2 2 NDneighbors (c) ^ L (x1 ) = L (x2 ) ) x1 = x2:
Axiom 5.4 Every node belongs to one context (this is ensured by the denition of
k

scope function).

8x 2 ND c1 c2 2 Cxt :
x 2 NDneighbors (c1 ) ^ x 2 NDneighbors (c2 ) ) c1 = c2 :
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This axiom is a strict interpretation of our assumption that one of the contexts
can always be selected as more characteristic for a given node in an information
base.
Contexts
c1 = (x1,r1)
c2 = (x2,r2)
c3 = (x3,r3)
c4 = (x4,r3)
[x20]

Article

[r1]

has_body

Scope function

c5 = (x10,r1)
c6 = (x11,r2)
c7 = (x50,instof)
c8 = (x4,r4)
c9 = (x5,r4)
[x25]

Body

S(x2) = c1
S(x3) = c2
S(x4) = c2

S(x6) = c3
S(x7) = c3
S(x8) = c4

has_section

has_parag

Section

[x50]

has_figure [r4]

[x30]

[r2]

S(x11) = c5
S(x5) = c6
S(x9) = c7

raph [r3]

Figure

[x40]

[a5]

Paragraph

[x6]
[x1]

[x2]

CBN

[x3]

[a1]
[a2]

1

CBN_old
[x10]

1
[x4]

2
[x11]

[x5]

2

[x7]

2

[x8]

1
[a3]
[a4]

[x9]

Paths

Fig. 6. Context and naming: an example

The information base of Fig. 6 satises the axioms of the context-based naming
mechanism. The nodes x1 x10 x20 x25 x30 x40 x50 belong to the information base
context. On the other hand the nodes x2 and x3, which are components of the
composite objects x1 and x2 belong to the contexts c1 and c2, respectively. Their
atomic names are unique among the node neighbors contained in these contexts.
This is the reason why the atomic names of these two objects are much shorter
than their counterparts in Fig. 1. Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 1 we observe that in
Fig. 6 not only the atomic names of the nodes are much shorter than in Fig. 1 but
also the same atomic name is used more than once (homonyms).
A straightforward question is \how could we externally refer to nodes with the
same atomic name?". This can be achieved using the global and relative name of a
node, which are path name expressions through context hierarchy. These paths are
referred to as scope paths, and denote navigations within contexts and are formally
dened as follows:
Denition 5.11 Scope paths. For every CNM and node x, we dene the set
of paths ending at x as follows:
8x 2 ND : SP (x) = fp 2 P (x) j 9n 2 IN :
p = nd (c ) :lc (c )]:    :nd (c1 ) :lc (c1 )]:x
81 i n c = S (x)g:
For example, in Fig. 6 we have SP (x9) = fx9 x50:instof]:x9g and SP (x3) =
fx3 x2 :r2]:x3 x1:r1]:x2:r2]:x3g.
n

n

i

i
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Intuitively, by combining axiom 5.4 with denition 5.11 it is easy to see that
there is a unique way to navigate from one node to another within contexts (following scope paths). For example, in Fig. 6, to navigate from x1 or x2 towards x3
within contexts, there is a unique way (the scope path x1:r1]:x2:r2]:x3 or x2 :r2]:x3,
respectively). It can be proved that the scope paths of a node are acyclic. This
ensures that contexts are disjoint and organized in a tree hierarchy. The proofs of
all theorems that follow are given in the Appendix B.
Theorem 5.1 Scope paths do not include cycles.
; That is:
8x 2 ND =9i 2 IN : nd S (x) = x:
Every scope path is assigned a specic name by the path name function, called
scope name. The set of all scope names of a specic node x (SN (x)) are dened as
follows: SN (x) = fN (sp) j sp 2 SP (x)g. The scope names identify the terminal
nodes of the respective scope paths uniquely, either over the whole information base
(global names) or with respect to a context (relative names).
i

p

Denition 5.12 Relative name. The relative name of a node with respect to
a context is the name of the scope path which ends at that node and its root node
belongs to the neighbors of that context. It is dened as follows:
8x 2 ND c 2 Cxt rn 2 NP  9rp 2 SP (x) :

RelN(x c) = rn , rn = N (rp) ^ Root(rp) 2 NDneighbors (c) :
For example, in Fig. 6 the relative name of the node x3 with respect to the
context c2 is `1', and denotes the fact that object x3 represents the rst section in
the body of article `BCN'.
p

Denition 5.13 Global name. The global name of a node is the relative name
of the node with respect to the information base context.

8x 2 ND : GlobN(x) = RelN(x IBcontext):

For example, in Fig. 6 the global name of the node x1 is its atomic name `CBN',
of x2 is `CBN:has body]:', which represents the body of the article named CBN
and of x3 is `CBN:has body]::has section]:1', which represents the rst section of
that article. The global name of node x9, which belongs to the context (x50 instof),
is `Figure:classof]:paths'.

Theorem 5.2 The relative name of a node with respect to a context is unique
within that context. That is:

8x x0 2 ND c 2 Cxt : RelN(x c) = RelN(x0  c) , x = x0 :

This theorem is very important, because it ensures that each node of the information base has a unique/unambiguous external identication with respect to a
specic context. Therefore, naming ambiguities can always be resolved by either
extending the name or restricting the context.
A specic context can be externally referred to by its name dened as follows:
;

8c 2 Cxt : CxtN(c) = GlobN(nd (c)) N (lc (c)) :
a

For example, the name of context (x1  r1) in Fig. 6 is (CBN Article:has body).
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6. Using Context-based Naming
6.1. Name consistency

Node names (relative or global) are constructed taking into account the node
context and therefore the environment which is considered more characteristic for
it. Consequently, if the environment changes (by updating the information base)
the name will change accordingly. For example, if the atomic name of node x1 in
Fig. 6 changes from `CBN' to `new CBN', the global names of nodes representing
the body, sections and paragraphs of that article will adapt to that change (e.g. the
global name of node x2 will change to `new CBN:has body]:'). Therefore, node
names follow the updates of the information base and remain consistent with the
real world concept being represented by that node.
6.2. Queries

6.2.1. Flexibility
A query may be ambiguous, because names used in formulating the query may
refer to more than one contexts of the information base. Take, for example, a query
for `clubs'. This may refer to dierent contexts and return the union of very dierent
queries such as: society of people (youth, tennis, golf clubs) or playing-cards, or
even the headed sticks used to hit the ball in golf (see Fig. 7).
Society

stick

club
youth

tennis

instrument
club

golf

golf

Playing-Cards

club
police

Fig. 7. Ambiguous names.

It seems more likely that the user had a single context in mind, but did not
specify that context well enough. One way for the user to resolve the ambiguous
query is to either extend the ambiguous names or to restrict the context. So, for
example, the user can extend the name `club' to `Society:superclass of]:club' or restrict the context from IBcontext to (Society:superclass of]:club superclass of).
Our mechanism provides this exibility.
6.2.2. Expressiveness
Context-based naming enhances the query expressiveness since not only the
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queries can be posed with respect to a specic context but also the query results
can be adapted to the user context by naming the returned object with respect to
that context. For example, in Fig. 7, the user can specify a context, e.g. `Society',
and make queries with respect to that context, e.g. query for `clubs'. The results,
(`youth', `tennis', `golf') have been adapted to the user context.
Moreover, if the context of the query was not specied well enough, the system
would able to guide the user (in a interactive mode) by suggesting the relevant
context referred by the query. Systems employed global naming schemes can not
support queries involving contextual information. For example, a query for clubs
would fail in these systems, whereas, the same query in our system would result
either in all possible clubs and their context or to inform the user about all the
contexts that refer to clubs (Society, Instrument, Playing-card) in order to help the
user to specify its context in mind.
6.3. Context types

Contexts are distinguished into dierent types according to the pivot link class.
In our model there are three dierent context types each of which carries dierent
semantics. These are:
(i) classication context (pivot link class is the instance of relation).
(ii) generalization context (pivot link class is the ISA relation).
(iii) attribution context (pivot link class is the attribute relation).
Classification Context
S(x1) = (y1, inst-of)
S(x2) = (y2, inst-of)

Generalization Context

[y2]

[y1]

Dentist

Skier

[x1]

Panos

[y3]

Style
S(x3) = (y3, ISA)
S(x4) = (y4, ISA)

Professor

[x3]

Baroque

Software
Engineer
[x2]

Panos

[y4]

Period
[x4]

Baroque

Fig. 8. Context types: classication and generalization.

In classication context, node classes characterize uniquely node instances. An
example is illustrated in Fig. 8, where classes represent dierent roles and object x1
represents person Panos better characterized as being dentist (object x1 belongs to
the context of class Dentist), whereas object x2 represents another person Panos
better characterized as being professor (object x2 belongs to the context of class
Professor).
On the other hand, in generalization context, node superclasses characterize
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uniquely node subclasses. In Fig. 8, the homonymous terms Baroque are disambiguated by the context of their superclasses. Thus the term Baroque can refer to
the style or to the period.
Attribution context uses attribute relations to dene context (an example is
illustrated in Fig. 6).
Context
Generalization
Physical properties

Roles

Classification

Attribution

Temporal

Aggregation

Part_of

Spatial

Fig. 9. Hierarchy of context types.

All the context types can be further divided into context subtypes. For example,
attribute context can be divided into part of contexts, useful for representing composite objects, spatial or temporal contexts. These contexts use pivot link classes
which carry relevant semantics. An indicative context type/subtype hierarchy is
shown in Fig. 9. This hierarchy can be enriched by systematically analyzing the
dierent types of context appearing in the real world, but this is not in the scope
of this paper.
Classication, generalization and part of context can be useful in handling homonyms in thesauri systems.21 42
Dierent context types may employ dierent naming generation/formulation
conventions in order to compose relative or global names for objects. Even the same
context type may use dierent naming methods in dierent languages in order to
generate names more close to natural language.


7. Implementation Issues

Our mechanism can be easily incorporated into a structurally object-oriented
information base system. The only extra requirements are to save the scope function
information and to check the necessary integrity constraints. This can be easily
achieved by extending the structure which saves the atomic name function (L) so
as to capture contextual information. Suppose that the atomic name function is
implemented by a table, called symbol table, comprising two columns: the rst
for the internal identication of an object and the second for its atomic name
(see Fig. 10). For each object a row is created in the symbol table and saves
the internal identier and the atomic name of that object (each row represents a
specic relationship of the atomic name function). For the purposes of the contextbased naming mechanism this structure can be extended to the structure shown in
Fig. 11.
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OID atomic name
x1
x2
x3

CBN
1

Fig. 10. Implementation: atomic name function.

OID atomic name Context nd element Context lc-element
x1
x2
x3

CBN
1

individual

x1
x2

instof

r1
r2

Fig. 11. Implementation: extended atomic name function including contextual information.

Another implementation approach for context-based naming is to create a different symbol table for each context consisting of the contents of that context and
their atomic names.
The rst approach is easier to implement but requires some extra time to compute the name of an object or to access an object identied by a path name, because
it has to look up the whole symbol table. On the other hand the second approach
needs some extra structures to be implemented and requires extra memory and
address space to save the dierent local symbol tables but it localizes and thus
facilitates consistency checking, query processing and update operations.
To validate our mechanism, we have started a prototype implementation within
the Semantic Index System (SIS) based on the rst approach. The SIS8 9 is a system for the management of very large collections of highly interrelated information
objects with evolving structures. The SIS data model follows the structural part of
the Telos knowledge representation language.30


8. Discussion and Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to deal with the question of naming in information bases, where several problems appear: ambiguous logical names, excessively
long and dicult to handle, unrelated to the environment of the named object, or
unable to follow changes of that environment. As a solution to this problem, we
proposed a context-based naming mechanism.
Our approach in a sense simulates naming in natural language: a notion of context is supported and objects can be identied externally by using logical names
with respect to a specic context (relative names). This results in the use of polysemous and homonymous names, which is common in natural language. Names
are generated dynamically by taking into account the context of the corresponding
object. Moreover, the generated names are meaningful, which contributes to the
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quality of a limited natural language generation, useful for developing hypermedia
applications over information bases10 , and data entry facilitation. Object identication techniques like extending a name in a specic context or restricting the context
of a specic name are also supported. All these contribute important quality factors
to modeling, like simplicity, exibility and expressiveness. The capability of using
relative names ensures the frugality of atomic names thus saving a lot of redundant
name substrings. Our experience from large modeling applications indicates that
as many as 60% of the names in some applications (such as the CLIO cultural documentation system7) can be redundant. In addition, the unnamed objects can be
exploited by higher level update operations which facilitate the interactive creation
of composite objects11 45.
The names, on the other hand, are composite and can be extended or restricted
dynamically in order to identify the desired object uniquely. Moreover, they are
consistent with the environment of the named object. This minimizes the maintainance cost of names, because names follow the updates (renaming, deletion,
context switching, etc.) of the information base, which is very important for evolutionary applications. It also enhances the visibility and readability of the names
making them more understandable to the users. This is important for the development of interactive applications. In addition, the use of atomic, relative or global
names enhances query expressiveness, since both the formulation and the results of
a query can include atomic, relative or global names.
An important feature of this mechanism is that it can be easily incorporated into
an information bases system. The only extra requirements are to save the scope
function information and to check the necessary integrity constraints. Moreover,
the absence of redundant name substrings facilitates string matching algorithms
to run more eciently. The price is some extra time to compute the name of an
object or to access an object identied by a path name. We can cope with this
problem by using a local symbol table (interpretation of atomic name function) for
the contents of each context. This localizes and facilitates consistency checking,
query processing and update operations.
For modeling purposes the context-based naming mechanism is suitable for representing composite objects and managing complex conceptual structures found in
many advanced applications such as scientic catalogs, CAD, manufacturing and
software development. It is also useful for terminological bases, which are usually
large and exhibit a lot of naming ambiguities, and for evolutionary applications.
Future research includes dealing with conjunctive contexts (a node can be characterized in conjunction by more than one contexts) and disjunctive contexts (a node
can be characterized by one of several contexts) relaxing the assumption that a node
belongs to only one context. Disjunctive contexts will generate names which are
synonyms for a given node. In heterogeneous environments, separate databases can
be thought as disjunctive contexts sharing of information in these environments
is the common objects which can be maintained (e.g. named) in dierent ways
within dierent disjunctive contexts. Also, overlapping contexts and intercontext
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communication need attention.
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Appendix A: Detailed specications of path expressions
Denition A.1 Path composition.

8 p1
if p2 = Id
<
if p1 = Id
8p1  p2 2 P  r 2 R : p1 r p2  : p2
p1:r]:p2 otherwise.
Denition A.2 Path equality.
 p = s = Id,
0
0
8p s p  s 2 P  x 2 ND r 2 R : p = s , p = x p0 ^ s = x s0 ^ p0 = s0
Denition A.3 Length of a path. The length of a path is the number of
nodes occurring in the path (len : P ;! IN0 ).
 0
p = Id,
0
8p p 2 P  x 2 ND : len(p)  1 + len(p0 ) p = x p0
The composition, length and equality of names are dened like those of paths.
The composition operator for names is the symbol  and the following identity
is true: N (p1 p2 ) = N (p1 )  N (p2 ). Clearly, P and NA is closed under
the composition operator, and the operator itself is associative, that is: p1 1
(p2 2 p3 ) = (p1 1 p2 ) 2 p3. Associativity allows us to omit an indication
of precedence in expressions with more than one instance of the operator. The
following identities on len is also a straightforward consequence of our denitions:
8p1  p2 2 P  r 2 R : len(p1 p2) = len(p1 ) + len(p2 ) and 8n1 n2 2 NA  r 2 R :
len(n1  n2 ) = len(n1 ) + len(n2 ).
We give the following denitions: 8x y 2 ND  # 2 A :
conn (a x y)  (from (#) = x ^ to (#) = y) _ (from (#) = y ^ to (#) = x)
8x y 2 ND r 2 R : link (x y r)  9# 2 A : # 2 inst (r) ^ conn (# x y)
8x y 2 ND  r 2 R : !link (x y r)  9!# 2 A : # 2 inst (r) ^ conn (# x y):
r

p

r

p

r

r

p

r

r

r

r

r

r

Appendix B: Proofs of Theorems
Proof of Theorem 5.1
;

Assume, to the contrary, that; 9;x 2 ND
 9i 2 IN : nd S (x) = x.
i

Then we have S (x) = S nd S (x) = S (x).
Similarly, we prove that S +2 (x) = S 2 (x) and so on.
That is, 8j 2 IN  1 j i : S + (x) = S (x).
+1

i

i

i

i

j

j
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By the previous equation it is clear that
8n j 2 IN 1 j i : S  + (x) = S (x)
This is in contrast with axiom (5.2), which implies that all the nodes in a nite
number of recursive steps belongs to information base context.2
n i

j

j

Proof of Theorem 5.2
()) Assume, to the contrary, that 9y 2 ND : RelN(x c) = RelN(y c) ^ x 6= y.

Since RelN(x c) = RelN(y c), we have
len(RelN(x c)) = len(RelN(y c)) = k:
By the denition 5.12, we know that RelN(x c) 2 SN (x) and RelN(y c) 2
SN (y). Then we have;

RelN(x; c) =; N (nd S ;1 (x) ( k;1( ))    ( ( )) x)
= L nd S ;1 (x);  ( k;1( ))     ( ( )) L (x) :
RelN(y;c) =; N (nd S ;1 (y) ( k;1( ))    ( ( )) y)
= L nd S ;1 (y)  ( k;1( ))     ( ( )) L (y) :
Since RelN(x c) = RelN(y c) the previous equations imply that
; ;
 ; ;

8i 2 IN 1 i < k : L nd S (x) = L nd S (y) ^
;

;

L (x) = L (y) ^ lc S (x) = lc S (y) : (B.1)
By the denition
; ;1 5.12
 we have
;

nd S (x) 2 NDneighbors (c) ^ nd S ;1(y) 2 NDneighbors (c) :
This
8 and the equation (B.1) imply that: 9
S (x) = c
<
=
S
(y)
=
c
: L ;nd ;S ;1 (x) = L ;nd ;S ;1 (y) )
8 ; ; ;1 
9
< S ;nd ;S (x) = c
= ( 5 3)
;1 (y)
S
nd
S
=
c
)
: L ;nd ;S ;1 (x) = L ;nd ;S ;1 (y)
;

;

nd S ;1 (x) = nd S ;1 (y) ( 1)&() 5 4) S ;1(x) = S ;1 (y) :
We can go on similarly to prove that
8i 2 IN 1 i k ; 1 : S (x) = S (y) :
The previous equation is true for i = 1, that is, S (x) = S (y). This, the
equation (B.1) and the axiom (5.3) imply that x = y. Hence our original
assumption that x 6= y must be false.
(() Assume, to the contrary, that 9y 2 ND : x = y ^ RelN(x c) 6= RelN(y c).
The fact that the S is a function combining with the axiom (5.4) implies that
x = y ;) S (x) = S (y) )    ) S (x) = S (y)
) nd S ;;1 (x)  ( k;1( ))    ( ( )) x
= nd ;S ;1(y)  ( k;1( ))    ( ( )) y
) N (nd S ;;1 (x)  ( k;1( ))    ( ( )) x)
= N (nd S ;1 (y)
( ( )) y)
( k;1( ))   
) RelN(x c) = RelN(y c):
Hence, our original assumption that RelN(x c) 6= RelN(y c) must be false.2
k

p

k

lc S

lc S

x

lc S

y

k

p

k

lc S x

x

lc S x

lc S

lc S y

y

lc S y

i

i

i

k

i

k

k

k

k

k

k

ax: :

k

k

k

k

B:

k

ax: :

k

k

i

k

k

lc S

k

k

p

p

lc S x

x

lc S

lc S y

y

lc S

k

k

lc S x

x

lc S

y

lc S y

i
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Appendix C: Sets, Functions, Expressions

Tables C.1, C.2, C.3 collects all sets, functions and expressions of this paper.
Table C.1. Table of sets.

Set
ND
A
O
R
L
P
P (x)

Description

nodes
links
objects (O = ND  A)
link classes (R  A)
atomic logical names
paths
paths reaching the node x

Set
NA
NP
Cxt
SP (x)
SN (x)

Description

link names
path names
contexts
scope paths ending
at the node x
names of scope paths
ending at the node x

Table C.2. Table of functions.

Function

from ()
to ()
inst (o)
L (o)
Root(p)
Leaf (p)
len(p)
Na (a)
Np (p)
nd (c)
lc (c)
Cnts(c)
brCnts(c)
strCnts(c)
S

Description

gives the object which the link  emanates from
gives the object which the link  points to
gives the set of instances of the object class o
gives the atomic name of the object o
gives the rst node of the path p
gives the last node of the path p
gives the length of the path p
link name function, Denition 4.3 (gives the name of the link a)
path name function, Denition 4.5 (gives the name of the path p)
gives the pivot node of the context c
gives the pivot link class of the context c
gives the set of contents of the context c
gives the broad contents of the context c
gives the strict contents of the context c
scope function, Denition 5.8
Table C.3. Table of expressions.

Expression

Description

conn (a x y) link a connects the nodes x and y
link (x y r) there exists at least one link between the nodes x and y
which is instance of link class r
RelN (x c) relative name of the node x w.r.t. the context c
GlobN (x)
global name of the node x
CxtN (c)
name of the context c
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